
SWEET COUNTRY CIDER
Modern craft apple cider

A taste of the sweet Norfolk countryside. This light cider has 
a lower alcohol content. It’s sweeter flavour is ideally suited 
to those with a sweet tooth. An alcoholic candy shop of 
delight.

4.5% ABV

MEDIUM SOUL CIDER
Contemporary craft apple cider

Our flagship cider, crafted using a diverse mix of apples, 
retaining many of the complex apple flavours; slowly 
fermented to give a clean crisp taste. It’s Medium Sweet, and 
offers a gateway into the premium world of craft ciders.

5.7% ABV

www.villagegreencider.co.uk VillageGreenNorfolk
jack@villagegreencider.co.uk Call Jack: 07934 747 769

CLOUDY CRISP APPLE JUICE
Freshly pressed ‘till the pips squeak’

We also create multiple blends of apple juice. When we tried 
this particular blend we loved it so much we thought the best 
option was to bottle it for all to enjoy!
A refreshing option drank before, after or even coupled with a 
glass of our cider.
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CLASSICAL DRY CIDER
Traditional craft apple cider

A dry East Anglian style cider made using a more traditional 
blend of apples to give a sharp dry taste & retaining many of 
the characteristics from the apples themselves. For the purist 
of cider drinkers. 

5.9% ABV

OAK STAGED CIDER
Aged in vintage oak barrels

Our Oak Staged Cider has matured in a traditional oak barrel. 
This gives the cider woody undertones and allows apple 
flavours to open and oxidise throughout. A more complex 
cider; take your time to enjoy this special drink.

6.8% ABV

Village Green Cider Norfolk – Product List
Our amazing ciders are lovingly crafted, each has been pressed from hand-picked Norfolk apples. Every batch 
has been matured at outside temperatures for over six months, before being carefully blended for you to 
enjoy. All of our ciders are vegan friendly:


